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SAVVi’s Glitterific Crafting Tool in Stores Worldwide 2019

TUCSON, Ariz. – Feb. 11 2019 – Sparkling with creativity, crafters can design projects that glitter without 
the mess. SAVVi’s latest crafting tool dispenses glitter and vacuums it back up, reducing waste and the mess 
left behind. Set to hit stores worldwide 2019, Glitterific™ will be a top crafting tool for all who love glitter. 
The glitter dispensing and vacuum wand will be featured at the New York Toy Fair, Feb. 16 through Feb. 19.

“The Glitterific™ crafting tool inspires creativity and imaginative play without a mess.“The Glitterific™ crafting tool inspires creativity and imaginative play without a mess. We are eager for 
Glitterific™ to hit major retailers so parents can encourage crafting without concern of leaving a trail of 
glitter behind,” said Bryan Meek, Vice President of Global Sales.

In each Glitterific™ kit, customers will receive the vacuum wand and an assortment of glitter refill packs and In each Glitterific™ kit, customers will receive the vacuum wand and an assortment of glitter refill packs and 
appliques. To activate the Glitterific™ crafting tool, customers push the button closest to end of the wand to 
dispense glitter. Glitter can be applied to SAVVi appliques to create fun, clean and Glitterific™ designs. 
Once glitter is dispensed over the applique, customers simply push the button closest to the handle to suck up 
the excess glitter with the vacuum. 

Get ready to add a little sparkle to your life! Glitterific™ is a fun crafting tool for everyone ages 6+. 
Additional kits will also be available with additional applique designs, and glitter refill packs. 

Stop by booth 681, to see live demonstrations of the Glitterific™ craft tool at the NewStop by booth 681, to see live demonstrations of the Glitterific™ craft tool at the New York Toy Fair and for 
an exclusive media-only SAVVi kit.

###

At SAt SAVVi, we have been creating children’s products that encourage imaginative play since 1989. Well 
over 2 billion products have been produced and sold since 1989.  As we continue to move forward in 
our Tucson, Arizona headquarters, 100 percent of our products continue to be proudly imagineered 
and designed in-house, while the majority of these are also American Made. Featuring today’s most 
popular media properties and newest technologies, our time-honored toys and play activities foster 
creativity and provide children with engaging and fun recreational learning. 


